1. Introduction. In [18] , [19], by using techniques of Homma developed in [24] and of Bing and Kister developed in [2] , Gluck showed that a locally tame embedding of a polyhedron into a combinatorial manifold is e-tame in the trivial range. It also followed that a locally flat embedding of a closed combinatorial manifold into a combinatorial manifold is £-tame in the trivial range. Greathouse obtained similar results in [21] . Both Bryant in [3] and Dancis in [14] showed that if the set of points on which an embedding is not known to be locally tame is mapped into a tame polyhedron in the trivial range with respect to the ambient combinatorial manifold, then the embedding must be tame, in the trivial range. Cernavskiï climbed out of the trivial range in [10] and showed that if an embedding of a polyhedron into a combinatorial manifold is locally flat on open simplexes, then it is £-tame, in the metastable range. Finally, Bryant and Seebeck show in [5] that if an embedding of a combinatorial manifold into another combinatorial manifold is locally nice, then it is £-tame, in the metastable range. The work of Bryant and Seebeck has the added advantage that if the work of Homma in [25] and [23] can be corrected (since it is said to be incorrect by Berkowitz, [1]), then it can be brought up to codimension three. (Homma's techniques simplify a great deal in the metastable range, and his work is easily corrected in this range. Also, Weber [39] has established an approximation theorem in the metastable range similar to Homma's.) 
5.6). Theorem 5.5 also yields a criterion for determining when spheres are unlinked (Corollary 5.8). A useful result employed in the proof of Theorem 5.5 is an unknotting of codimension three ball pairs theorem, Theorem 4.4, which generalizes [17] . We also prove a "crushing lemma" (Lemma 3.6) that applies to a variety of situations. Included at the end of the paper is a "best possible" metastable range taming theorem (Theorem 6.4) which generalizes the work of Bryant andDancis mentioned above. The proof of this theorem however depends heavily on the work of Bryant and Seebeck and of Cernavsku. In a later paper, we will employ results of this paper and prove taming theorems for embeddings of combinatorial manifolds into combinatorial manifolds in codimension three. Throughout this paper we assume that « > 5 unless otherwise specified.
Basic definitions and notation.
We let En, E\, Sn and 7" denote euclidean «-space, «-dimensional euclidean half-space, the «-sphere and the «-cube, respectively. (71 will be denoted by A) By a polyhedron we mean the underlying space of a finite simplicial complex unless specified otherwise. A piecewise linear (PL) n-manifold is the polyhedron of a locally finite simplicial complex in which the star of each vertex is PL homeomorphic to the standard «-simplex. The word manifold will be used for topological manifolds and we will indicate which manifolds are PL.
We denote the interior of a manifold M by either Int (M) or M° and the boundary of M by either Bd (M) or M. A Ar-manifold M contained in the interior of an «-manifold N is locally flat at x e M° if there is a neighborhood °ll of x in N such that CW, % n M) is homeomorphic to (En, Ek); and, is locally flat at a point x e M if there is a neighborhood °U of x in N such that (<%, °U n M) is homeomorphic to (An, El). An embedding/:
M -> N° is locally flat at a point xeM if f(M) is locally flat at/(x). Let C be a closed subset of the manifold M. Then, M -C is 1-LC at x e C if for each neighborhood ty of x there is a neighborhood fr^aU of x such that the injection i: try^-C) -^-TTyifU -C) is trivial for any base point. A closed embedding /: Mfc->-Qn, n -k^3, of a /¿-manifold M into an «-manifold Q is locally nice at x e M if Q-f(M) is 1-LC at/(x); (see [22] ). Let /: Pk -> Qn be an embedding of the ^-polyhedron A into the PL «-manifold Q.
Then, / is a locally tame embedding if there is a triangulation of A such that for each point x e A there is an open neighborhood W of/(x) in Q and a triangulation of % as a combinatorial manifold in terms of which/is PL on some neighborhood of x; (see [19] ).
The closure of a set X contained in the manifold Q is denoted by Cl (X). If x e Q, then Ne(x)={y e Q | d(y, x)<e}. Let e(x) be a nonnegative, continuous function defined on X<^ Q. By the e(x)-neighborhoodof X, Ne(x)(X), we mean {JxeX Nelxy(x).
(Notice that NHx)(X) is not necessarily a neighborhood of X.) If e(x) is defined on all of Q, we define an s(x)-isotopy of Q to be any isotopy et : g -> Q such that e0 = 1 and d(x, et(x)) 5Í e(x) for all x e Q and tel. An e(x)-isotopy of Q is called an e(x)-pushof(Q, X) if et = identity outside Neix)(X) for each t el. Kn embedding / of a (possibly infinite) polyhedron P into the PL manifold Q is e(x)-tame if for each nonnegative, continuous function e(x) defined on Q, there is an e(x)-push et of (Q, f(P)) such that ej/is PL in some neighborhood of any point xeP such that e(/(x)) > 0. We define e-neighborhood, e-isotopy, e-push and e-tame similarly, where the function e(x) in the above definitions is the function e(x) = e. An embedding / of a polyhedron P into a PL manifold Q is tame if there is an isotopy, et, of Q such that e0 = identity and exf: P -*■ Q is PL. A map of one manifold into another will be called proper if it takes boundary to boundary and interior to interior. A topological embedding /: Mk -> Qn of the PL manifold M into the PL manifold Q is said to be allowable if/-1(Ö) is a PL (/:-l)-submanifold (possibly empty) of M.
We say that k is in the metastable range with respect to n, if k < \n -1, and that k is in the trivial range with respect to n, if k = \n -1.
3. Taming embeddings of manifolds close to the boundary in codimension three. In this section as well as later sections we will assume familiarity with the techniques of Cernavskil developed in [9] as modified by Cantrell and Lacher in [7] . Before proving the main result of this section, Theorem 3.10, we will list some definitions and lemmas. I would like to thank Ralph Tindell for pointing out to me that the idea of "the natural parameterization" as defined by M. Cohen in [12] is useful in the proof of Lemma 3.6. Definition 3.1. If X and Y are subpolyhedra of the polyhedron Z then
Cl (X-Y) = Xt, and Cl (X-Y) n Y = Y¡.
Definition 3.2. If K and L are subcomplexes of some larger complex, we say that K is link-collapsible on L if Ik (a, K^) is collapsible for each simplex a in L^. If X and Y are subpolyhedra of some larger polyhedron we say that X is linkcollapsible on Y if for some triangulation K, L of X, Y we have K link-collapsible on L. (It is shown in [28] that the definition of link-collapsibility for polyhedra is independent of the triangulation.) Definition 3.3. If S is a set (which may or may not be contained in the polyhedron 171) then N(S, J) = {o e J | a is a face of a simplex of J which meets 5}, C(S, J) = {a e J | a n S = 0}, and Ñ(S, J) = N(S, J) n C(S, J).
In [12] , it is established that if K and L are full subcomplexes of the complex J, then every simplex o of N(K-L, J) is uniquely expressible as a*ß*y where aeL^ße C(Ln, K^)=C(L, K) and y e Ñ(K¡, N(K-L, J)). Furthermore, if a is principal, then ß + 0. This leads to the following definition. (We can assume that by = Xy.) Let A denote the arc consisting of the points xs, Oíieá 1. Then, there is an obvious way to define an isotopy «( of A which is the identity on A such that «0 = identity and which when restricted to a segment Se slides the point xe "linearly" to the point Sc n a*br. Thus, if W is the region bounded by the simple closed curve a*b0 u b*by u A, we see that the isotopy ht takes W onto S.
We are now ready to define an isotopy et of \J\ that takes r¡~1(W) onto Nc = r¡~1 (8) . We define et to be the identity on K$ u Cl ([ J| -|N\) and so it remains only to define et on the rest of N=N(K-L, J'). Let a be an arbitrary simplex of N(K-L, J'). We will show how to define et on a. Recall that o = a*ß*y as defined above. Let / be a segment in the join structure between a*ß and y. Then / is mapped isomorphically onto a unique Ss under t¡. Thus, we define et on / by taking r¡_1 of the isotopy ht restricted to Ss. This completes the proof. Lemma 3.7. Let A*-1 be a PL manifold of dimension k-1 which is contained in the boundary of a k-dimensional PL manifold M k and let e > 0 be given. Then, there is a PL homeomorphism X: RxI-> M such that 1. A(r, 0) = r, re A, 2. diam (A(r xl))<e, re R, and 3. X(R x I) is a neighborhood of R in M.
Proof. Let A be a regular neighborhood of A in M. Let r¡; M xI-> M be a PL-collaring of M in M, i.e., r¡(x, 0) = x for all x e M. It is easy to see that N and 17(7? x /) are both regular neighborhoods of R modulo R in the sense of Hudson and Zeeman [28] as modified by Husch [30] . Hence, by uniqueness of relative regular neighborhoods, there is a PL homeomorphism h : r¡(R xi)-» N such that tj(x, 0)=x for all xeR. Thus, X.RxI^M defined by X(x, t) = h-q(x, t) is the desired PL homeomorphism. (Condition 2 of the conclusion follows by choosing the regular neighborhoods small and by uniform continuity.) The next lemma states that every PL manifold can be decomposed as a "handlebody" and is well known. Theorem 3.10. Let f: Mk-^Nn, n-k^3, «^5, be an allowable embedding of the PL k-manifold Mk into the PL n-manifold Nn such that f\f~\Ñ) is PL and f\(M-f~ \Ñ)) is locally flat and let s > 0 be given. Then, there exists a neighborhood <% off~\N) in M and an e-push et of(N,f(f~1(Ñ))) which is fixed on Ñ such that exflW-.W-^N is PL.
Proof. We will not worry about getting an £-push, but will simply get a push. We could get an £-push by making small choices for our triangulations, neighborhoods, collars, etc. First we will get a push e, which satisfies the conclusion except for being the identity on Ñ, although it will be the identity on f(f~ 1(Ñ)) and outside a small neighborhood of f(f~ X(N)) in Ñ. Then, we will show how to modify the proof so as to have et be the identity on Ñ.
Let R=f(f~1(Ñ)) and suppose that R={jf=0 Hk_1 is a decomposition of R as a "handlebody" assured by Lemma 3.8. By Lemma 3.7 there is a PL homeomorphism X: Rxl-+ M such that A(r, 0) = r, diam (A(r x7)) is small, and X(Rx7) is a neighborhood of R in M. Now, consider the collection X(H0 x 7), X(HX x 7),..., X(HP x I). This is a covering of *?/ = X(R x 7) with &-balls. Note that it follows from Lemma 3.8 that X(Ht
[November We will get a sequence of isotopies e\, i=0, 1,...,/?, of N onto itself such that e0=l, e\\R=l, and eiei"1---ei/lUÎ-o A(77;x7) is PL. We will construct the e\ so that eWey-1-■ -e?/(Ui=o A^x/)) is the identity. Let A*: Áx7^ N be a PLcollaring of N. Then, A>0 = A*(/(/70)x7) is a PL A:-ball in N such that D0<~\N =f(H0). Let "V be the interior of a regular neighborhood of / (770) Since A is a PL manifold and e°f(X(H0 x I)) is link-collapsible on
it follows from [28] that A0 is a PL manifold which collapses to e°f(X(H0 x I)) and so is an «-ball. Furthermore, it follows from [28] that K° meets the boundary of N regularly, i.e., in an («-l)-ball. Now we apply Lemma 3.6 where the compact set C of that lemma is eè/(U?= i KH¡x I)) and get a regular neighborhood K% of e?/(A(770 x 7)) mod Cl (A*(/(A) x 7) -\*(f(HQ) x I)) and an isotopy e¡ which is the identity on XJJ(R)xI) such that e\e¡f(\Jf= i HPi,xI)) n K% = \*(f(H0)xI) n (Uf-1 K(f(H,) x 7)). We now form a new PL manifold 7v\ = Cl (N-K°). Then, we have the embedding ë{eif\A(Hy x 7): X(Hy x I) -» Ny and we have the PL /c-ball Dy = K(f(Hy) xI)^Ny such that e\e°J(\(Hy x I)) n Ny = Dy n Ñy is a (k-l)-ball. Thus , by applying the methods of [7] , similarly to the way we did in the construction of e°, we get an isotopy e\ of Ny which is the identity on A^ and is such that e\è\e\f\ X(Hy x 7) is PL. Now, extend e\ to N by way of the identity. Then e\ = ê\ë\ is the desired isotopy and we see our way clear.
It remains only to show why we can assume et is the identity on Ñ. Let A be a regular neighborhood of Ñ mod /(A). Then, by Lemma 3.6 there is a regular neighborhood A* of Ñ mod /(A) and an isotopy ht of N keeping Ñ fixed such that hyf(M) n AT*=/(A), (the compact set C of Lemma 3.6 is f(M)). Now, N* = Cl (N-K*) is a PL manifold and hyf: M -> A* is an allowable embedding. Thus, we can go through the preceding proof and get an isotopy et of A* such that ëyhyf\%: °U -> A* is PL and ët\f(R)= 1. But, A:* is a collar of À in A pinched at /(A) by Lemma 3.9, and so we can use A* to extend et to Nso that et\Ñ=l. Then, et=ëtht is the desired isotopy. A slightly less ambitious problem is to try to show that if an allowable embedding /: Mk^Nn of the PL A:-manifold M into the PL «-manifold N, n-k^3, is PL on f(f~1(N)) and locally flat on M-f(f~1(Ñ)), then it can be tamed keeping Ñ fixed. As mentioned in the introduction, we will consider this problem in a later paper. It follows from Theorem 3.10, that this problem would be a consequence of the first problem mentioned. In this section, we solve this question for the special case of proper embeddings of Ik into 7" in codimension three.
Let us digress a moment to show that we get an answer (Theorem 4.1) to the second problem if we weaken it to showing that a locally flat embedding of one PL manifold into the interior of another can be carried to a PL embedding by homotopy. [35] .)
The following two theorems are the main results of this section. These theorems can be brought up to codimension three, if someone is able to correct the work of Homma mentioned in the introduction. Before proving the above theorems we will need a few lemmas. Lemma 4.5. Suppose that X is a closed subset of a topological manifold Mn (n arbitrary) such that dim Xf¿n -2 and M-X is 1-LC at each point of X. Then, for every closed subset C of X, M-C is 1-LC at each point of C.
We omit the proof which is straightforward using the fact that subsets of codimension two do not separate. Lemma 4.6. Iff: Mk -> N°n is a locally tame embedding of the PL k-manifold M into the PL n-manifold N, n -k + 2, (n arbitrary) then f is locally flat.
Proof. This follows easily using the fact that PL spheres and balls unknot in 5" when the codimension is not two; (see [40] ).
By examining the first local group at the origin as defined in [38] , one can see that the PL-disk in E* which is the cone from the origin over a trefoil knot in /* would be a counterexample to this lemma in codimension two. This lemma follows from Theorem 6.1 of [8] .
Lemma 4.9. Letf: Ik -*■ 7n, « -k ä 3, « â 5, be a proper embedding such thatf\Ik = identity andf\l°k is locally flat. Then, there is an e-push et of (In, lk) which is fixed on In and is such that eyf\N-identity for some neighborhood N of lk relative to Ik. Lemma 4.9 can be derived from the proof of Theorem 3.10 by using a standard collaring of ¡n in that proof rather than an arbitrary PL-collaring. (Lemma 4.9 will also follow from the statement of Theorem 3.10 by making a double application of Theorem 4 of [26] .) Lemma 4.10. Letf: Ek -> A", «-/cä3, «ä5, be a closed, locally flat embedding such that f\Ik = identity and f(Ek) n In = Ik. Then, for any n-cell 7£<=7°n which is concentric with In, we can extend f to a homeomorphism f: En -> A" such that f\I% = identity.
This lemma can be proved by making slight modifications in [37] and these modifications were essentially made in [17] . Cernavskil suggests that one might do the "horizontal" engulfing (i.e., Lemma 2 of [17] or Lemma 5.3 of [37] ) by using the techniques of proof of his Proposition C of [10] .
Proof of Theorem 4. [18] . Thus, there is an isotopy e[: A" ->■ A" such that e0 = identity and e'yf: Sk ~> An is PL. But, now we can use [40] or the Unknotting Theorem of [26] , to get an isotopy e"t:En-*-E* such that eó = identity and e{e'yf: Sk ^-En is the inclusion i: Sk,^En. Thus, et = e't'e't is the required isotopy.
(2) (Xk=Ek): We first observe that by the above proof Theorem 4.3 is true when Xk = Sk and we replace A" by Sn. Now suppose we have the closed embedding/: Ek->En.
Then, we can extend/to/: Sk-^-Sn by defining/(co) = co. By either Lemma 4.7 or Lemma 4.8, we know that/is locally flat. Thus, by our first observation there is an isotopy et : S n -» Sn such that e0 = identity and eyf: S k -> S " is the inclusion. Then, since e0(<x>) = cc and e1(oo) = e1/(oo) = co, it follows from Theorem 2.1 of [20] , that e0\En and ey\En are isotopic and the conclusion follows. Now, extend the isotopy e"te\ conewise to get an isotopy ët: 7" -»■ 7". Then, ëxf: Ik -> In is a proper embedding which is the identity on tk. It follows from either Lemma 4.7 or Lemma 4.8, that ëxf\I°k is locally flat.
Thus, by Lemma 4.9, there is a homeomorphism h: In -»■ In which is the identity on /" and such that hëxf= identity on some neighborhood A' of tk relative to Ik. Next, connect hexf(0) and 0 with a polygonal arc A<=rn-N.
Let B<^Ion-N be a regular neighborhood of A. Let h': In -»■ 7n be the identity on In -B° and in 5 map hexf(0) to 0 and extend conewise over the identity on B. Define h = h'h and notice that hëxf is the identity on 7" u N u {0}. Now the embedding p: Ek -> En which is defined to be the identity on Ek -Ik and hëxf °n Ik is locally flat. Since p is the identity on N, we can get a cube /£c/°n which is concentric with In and is such that p(I%n n 7fc)<= /£" and /j|(7í'c -/J") = identity. After one point compactifying £" with oo and removing 0, we can consider the resulting space to be En where oo corresponds to 0, (Ek-0) u {oo} corresponds to Ek, (En-l°n) u {oo} corresponds to II, (En-Iln) u {oo} corresponds to In, and I%n -{0} corresponds to En -In. Thus, by applying Lemma 4.10 and then compactifying by 0 and removing oo, we obtain an extension p of p to En which is the identity on En -I°". Therefore, p~xhëxf: In -> 7" is the identity on Ik. Sincep~1h\i" = identity, it is easy to see that there is an isotopy êt: In -» In which is the identity on/"and satisfies ê0 = identity and ê1=p~1h. Then, et: /"-»-In defined by et = êtët is the desired isotopy.
(2) ((Yn, Xk) = (En+, Ek)): Since f\Ék : È\ -+Ê\ is essentially a closed embedding of Ek~1 into £n_1, we can apply Theorem 4.3 to unknot this embedding with an isotopy e\ in the metastable range. In codimension three, for the case f\É% is PL we can one point compactify E% and É% with co and extend/to /: È\ u {oo} ->Èl <u {oo} and then apply Theorem 1 of [36], and then [40] to unknot/. Therefore, we observe that it follows from Theorem 2.1 of [20] , that we can unknot /[Ék with an isotopy e't. Now, extend this isotopy to an isotopy e"t of E\. Next, one point compactify (E\,E%) with oo and we have (In,Ik). By defining elf(ao) = co, we have e\f: Ik^-In is a proper embedding which is the identity on /*. Hence, by applying Theorem 4.4 when (Yn, Xk) = (In, Ik) and then removing oo, we obtain the desired isotopy et.
5. Taming embeddings of nice polyhedra in codimension three. Definition 5.1. If Pcg are polyhedra, we say there is an elementary C(X)-construction from P to Q, written P C¿X)/ Q, if there exists a pair (^(x), x) which is PL homeomorphic to (C(X), X), where C(X) denotes the cone over a polyhedron X, such that (1) Q=PW(x), (2) x=Pn^(x),and (3) P is link-collapsible on x and Cl(P-x)=P- Before proving Theorem 5.5, we will digress to formulate an embedding theorem and then state a preliminary lemma. It is easy to show that any collapsible «-dimensional polyhedron can be embedded in A2" and it is easy to find examples of collapsible «-dimensional polyhedra that cannot be embedded in A2"-1. We can justifiably call an «-polyhedron Qn such that DCiB)/ Qn, where A» is a ball, a nice T. B. RUSHING [November collapsible polyhedron, and it follows from the following theorem that any nice collapsible «-polyhedron can be embedded in En.
Theorem 5.9. Suppose that Qn (n arbitrary) is an n-polyhedron such that P C{m/i L ce<x,/f Q where P is a collapsible polyhedron and X is an arbitrary polyhedron. Then, any PL embedding f: P -> Em can be extended to a PL embedding of Q into Em.
The above theorem follows easily by using [28] and conewise extensions.
Lemma 5.10. Let f: Mk -> Qn (n arbitrary) be a proper map (i.e., boundary to boundary, interior to interior) of the compact, k-dimensional PL k-manifold M into the topological n-manifold Qn (whose interior has a PL-structure) such that f\f~ is an embedding and f\iir -M) is PL, where "f" is a closed PL-collar of M in M. Let fcg"
be an open set such that either Furthermore, if Q is a PL manifold and if fis PL on "f~, thenf is PL on M.
The proof of this lemma follows by using the techniques of proof of one of Irwin's embedding theorems (see [42, Chapter 8] , or Theorem 1.1 of [31] ). This lemma can be proved in the metastable range by using the techniques of proof of the Penrose, Whitehead, Zeeman Theorem (see [41, p. 66] , which handles a special case of [34] ).
Proof of Theorem 5.5. Since Q is a P-nice polyhedron, we know that P c«y L C(sy Q.
More explicitly, we know that and on each Ce(5'i) = Cl (L¡-Lt_x)-Let ef denote the taming isotopy for P, i.e., eg = identity and elf. P -> M is PL.
Our next step is to show that e°f\L can be tamed keeping e?/(A) fixed. The proof proceeds by induction on the number of elementary C(A)-constructions, i.e., by induction on k. Thus, we may suppose that we have /: ß-> Mn such that /|A,: A4-> A/n is PL and we want to get an isotopy e\+1:M^M such that e'o+1 = identity, e\+ 1\Pi = identity and ei+1/|Ai + 1: Ai + 1 -> M is PL. Let A; be a regular neighborhood of f(P{) mod/(A,) n/i(Cc(Ai + 1))=/i(Ai + 1). Now, it follows from Lemma 3.6 that there is a regular neighborhood A¡* of /(A¡)mod/(Ai + 1) and an isotopy ë\ + 1 of M keeping /(A¡) u Cl (M-A,) fixed such that êi+1/(Ce(Ai + 1)) n A*=/(Aj + 1). But, from [28] , we know that A¡* is a PL manifold ; hence, it follows easily from the Alexander-Newman Theorem that is locally flat. Now, by applying the techniques of [7] , similarly to the way we did in the construction of the isotopy e° of Theorem 3.10, we can get an isotopy ê\+» of M¡ such that ê0+1 = identity, ê\+1 \ Mft = identity and ê[+ 1ë[+ %| Ce(B{ + y) is PL. Extend ê\ + 1 to M by way of the identity. Then, et+1 = f?Í+1éi+1 is the desired isotopy and we can conclude that e°f\L can be tamed keeping e°f(P) fixed by an isotopy ek of M.
We will complete the proof by showing that g0 =fk -e\e\f: g ->-M can be tamed keeping g0(L) fixed. The proof will be by induction on the number of elementary C(5)-constructions, i.e., by induction on p. Hence, we may suppose that we have g¡: g-^A/suchthatgilA^Aj-^ Mis PL and we want to get an isotopy e\ + 1: Af-> M such that e\¡+1 = identity, ej+11A.4 = identity and eÍ+1g¡|Ai + 1: A1 + 1 -> M is PL.
Let At be a regular neighborhood of &(At) modg¡(Ai) n gi(Ce(Si + 1))=gl(Si + 1). Now, it follows from Lemma 3.6 that there is a regular neighborhood A(* of gi(Aj) modgi(5i + 1) and an isotopy ë't+1 of M keeping g¡(A¡) u Cl (M-Nt) fixed such that ëi+1gi(Cc(Si + 1))n N?=gi(St + 1). But, again Mt = Cl(M-N?) is a PL manifold and ei+1g¡[Ce(5¡ + 1): Ce(Si + y) ^-M¡ is a proper embedding which is PL on Bd (Ce(Si + y)) = Si + y and is locally flat on Int (Ce(Si + 1)). Thus, by Theorem 3.10, there is a PL-collar 'f of S¡_y in Ce(Si + 1) and an isotopy ê\ + 1 of Mt which is fixed on Mi and is such that é'0+1 = identity and êi + 1ëi + 1gi\i/~: "T->■ M¡ is PL. Now, extend e¡ to M by the identity.
Suppose Ce(Si + y) is a /crball and let «¡: 7fc'-> Ce(5( + 1) be a homeomorphism.
Then, by using the lemma in the appendix of [32] , we can extend êi + 1ë[+1gihi:Iki^M to an embedding h¡:In-+M. Now, consider «f^Aj*). We can get a homeomorphism %: In->In such that ^(|/k| = identity and ^(7") n hf1(Nff) = îk'. Consider the open set f=%(/0,)cA/°.
Apply, Lemma 5.10, where (/ M, Q, <%, "V)
of that lemma is replaced by (¿i+1ëi+1gi|Ce(Sj + 1), Ce(Si + 1), Mh <%, -f). We then get a PL embedding A,: Ce(Si + 1) -* A/, such that A¡(Int (Ce(5j + 1)))cint (%(/")) and A¡|Bd (Ce(Si + x)) = eix+1e[+1gi\Bd (Ce(5i+1)). Thus, by Theorem 4.4, there is an isotopy ë't + 1 of ^¡(7") such that <?0+1 = L é"j + 1|Bd (%(/n))= 1 and él+1êl+1ëi+lg,|Ce(Si+1) = A,.
Now, extend é"¿+1 to M by way of the identity. Then, e\+1=ë\+xê\+1ë\+1 is the desired isotopy and this completes the proof.
6. Taming embeddings of polyhedra in the metastable range. In this section we will prove a theorem (Theorem 6.4) which generalizes results of [3] , [14] , and [10]. First we will establish a couple of lemmas. Proof. Since locally flat implies 1-LC, the lemma follows from Lemma 5.1 of [4] for n ä 5, and from [6] for n = 4. where, m<n, and k^n -3. Then, Q-f(S) is 1-LC at each point off(S). Theorem 6.4 . Suppose that g is an embedding of the p-dimensional polyhedron P" into the interior of the n-dimensional PL manifold Qn, p<n, which is locally flat on the open simplexes of some locally finite triangulation T. Let f be an embedding of a k-dimensional polyhedron Xk into the interior of Q", k<%n-\, which is locally flat on the open simplexes of some locally finite triangulation T*, except possibly at points
